December 2019
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 9th January 2020.

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s photo of a sky to die for comes from Ollie Clothier. One to look forward to in
whichever month it appears on in the 2020 KHPA calendar. Remember to order yours from
Daisy to avoid disappointment.

Chairmans Chat
Well what a quiet month flying wise, some going on but not a lot, still at least there was no
excuse to not be ready for Christmas :))
Not much to say really but as we start the New Year it’s always a good time to think about
things that could maybe give improvements in the year ahead. With the way the club has
been going over the past few years It may be the time to think about having a formal
committee, something we have never had in the past and to be fair never needed back in the
early days when the club was much smaller and the majority of members were involved one
way or another.
However times change and with fewer members taking an active interest in the club it is
taking longer and longer to get decisions made and votes cast. A formal committee would
still be answerable to the club for their decisions but with the right balance of members there
is no reason why they should not come to the right conclusion. Hopefully such a move would
result in the club regaining a sense of direction and the ability to deal with some matters
between meetings would also be a benefit. Thoughts please??
Club memberships are now due and in order to firstly make life easier for the treasurer and
membership secretary and, more importantly, Frank, who maintains the membership list,
please renew this month (January). Being a paid up member means not only can you use
any members only sites but also benefit from organised events and take part in the XC
league ( you need to be paid up before doing your flights). It is nice and easy to do, check
out the website for details.
Well that’s about it for now, I am off to pay my membership as this afternoon looks promising
and nicely sea thermic :))
Happy New Year
Phippsy

Here’s another quite nice looking sky, this one a bit closer to home, from Duncan, taken at
Praa Sands in December. See, we did get a few nice days!

A Letter from Dredgie
Ladies and Gents of the KHPA, Happy
Christmas and Soaring Salutations for the
New Year, may the thermal gods bestow
high climbs and long flights to us all.
I’ve been meaning to, and promising
Phippsy that I would, write something for
the bulletin for months and failed to do so,
which if anyone knows me is unusual; if I
say I’m doing something I generally do it.
There is reason for it, part of which will
come later.
Firstly I’d like to say thank you again for the
club donation to the ChestNut Appeal
Prostate cancer charity.
I know I did it on the club Fb page, but quite
sensibly not everyone has it. Along with
donations from a few other clubs and
organisations we raised a total of £1350,
thank you to club individuals also, you know
who you are and to save your blushes I
won’t name you, but your generosity was
noted.
The run itself was a toughie for me, some of
you know that I have had multiple invasive
hip surgeries and at one point I was told I
would probably not be able to run long
distances again. So the challenge of running
the 45k from Padstow to Fowey along the
Saint Way was a very real one. A good
training buddy and six weeks of intensive
running around the North Cornish Coast did
the trick and we completed the run in Just
under 6 hrs.
So why did I, with knackered hips, start
running again?
Before I tell you, if after reading this just
one of you takes something from away from
it, I will be really happy.
I thought long and hard about sharing it, but
if it helps just one of you or someone you
know it will be worth it.
I had an incident at work New Year’s Eve
2017. It wasn’t the worst, it wasn’t the most
violent, it wasn’t the scariest that I’ve
experienced in my near 30 year career of
military and Policing, but the fall out
impacted on me in a way I never thought It
would.
To cut a very, very long story short, after
weeks of anxiety, depression, night terrors,
lack of self-worth and purpose, I was
diagnosed with a high level of PTSD.
I knew something was wrong when I was
crying at the Black Horse advert on TV, and

the day when I found myself in the middle of
Bodmin Moor, not knowing how I got there.
The diagnosis didn’t come easy as I didn’t
want to admit anything was wrong, but it
was those around me who knew me best
that could see there was something very,
very wrong.
For me the cause was not being able to
correctly process all the traumatic incidents I
have dealt with in my career. Layer on layer,
incident after incident was left disorganised
on a loop and going round and round in my
head; a smell, a taste, a certain stretch of
road a river bank or an item of someone’s
clothing could trigger that memory to come
bouncing back in full ugly Technicolor and no
matter who you are, how strong you think
you are, you eventually go bang, and that’s
what happened to me.
I was lucky and got referred to a fantastic
mental health practitioner; I know plenty
who haven’t and it’s ended very badly for
them. It took 20 weeks of counseling and
treatment for me to accept, process and
know how to recognise those feelings and
memories. I’m not fully ‘cured’, I don’t think
I ever will be, PTSD is like that, you have
the odd ‘dark day’ when you have to do your
own thing or ‘phone a friend’, but I’m much,
much better.
If reading this you recognise any of the
symptoms I’ve described above or when the
‘odd dark day’ turns into a few days, a week
or longer...speak to someone, don’t keep it
to yourself, thinking you can deal with it
because of some stupid ego, pride,
embarrassment or thinking you can cope
with it; we can’t.
It’s becoming more acceptable now to say
that you’re not OK. Ask for help people,
please. I’ve seen way too many who
haven’t, but having been through it I now
know
way
more
people
who
have
successfully come out the other side and
are, as in my case, probably in the best
place they have been for long, long time in
their lives.
Thank you to those of you I have spoken to
about this when I was going through the
worst of it, it really does help to talk.
So, why the running??... Told you I’d get to
it!
When I was at my worst and couldn’t control
what was happening in my head, I started
running. My thought was: while I can’t
control the chaos in my head, I can control
what my body does. I also mistakenly

thought it would help me sleep, that bit didn’t
quite work out.
A small run turned into a longer run and so
on, the feeling of running with my phone
hammering out a random selection of 80’s
rave, 70’s rock and the odd folk classic
chucked in for good measure, really did help.
The miles added up and the runs got longer,
there isn’t a lot of the North Cornwall coast
and Bodmin Moors that I haven’t tripped,
stumbled, fallen and sweated along.
Having talked to others that suffer with
mental health conditions such as PTSD it
seems to be a common thing, albeit their
panacea could be open water swimming,
cycling, cold water submersion, yoga and
meditation.
My other great pick me up is my flying; it
means so much to me, that stupid grin after
blasting the dunes, or soaring the cliffs with a
peregrine, watching the seals and dolphins in
the sea and laughing at your buddy as they
get dragged through the grass, staining their
new shiny flying trousers...if I had lost that I
would have missed out on so much positivity
and connectivity with people.
Saying that, after ten years of being on the
club committee, either as Chairman, Vice
Chairman, Chief Coach, Event Organiser and
Holiday rep, it’s time for me to have a break,
step aside and let someone else, with new
ideas and enthusiasm have a go and take the
club in a new direction.

Pixpro SP360 4k review

What I would say about being on the
“committee” is that it’s a great opportunity for
anyone to have their say in how we do things,
where we go, how we fly, where we fly and
who we support.
Yes, it sucks sometimes when people criticise,
don’t agree with decisions, or don’t support
events, but, isn’t that what’s life is like in
general? We all get over it and move on, life
is way too short not to- the last two years
have opened my eyes to that.
The majority of my time on the “committee”
has been positive; we have had some great
times, organised some good events, been to
some great places, Algo, Babbadag, The Dune
of Hilarity, even Wales!! And raised a lot of
money in the process, not only for the club
but also the charities we support. It would be
nice to see that carry on.
I’ll continue to be an active club member,
and make the meeting when I can. Most of
my flying is now on my local dunes, but I still
need my Perran fix so see you all there.
And I may keep my hand in as Holiday rep!
;0)
Thank you again for your support and the
kind words when I needed them.
Love you all
Dredgie.

Chris Whittaker
I’d been thinking about getting an action camera to fit on my hang glider since Wyn was kind
enough to send a short video from his GoPro. What I wanted to achieve was to show non-pilots
why I do this sport. It seemed the best way might be a 360-degree camera which I hoped the
viewer could pan around during the flight video as if they were a passenger looking around.
After reading reviews and checking prices it looked as if the
Pixpro SP360 4k might fit my needs. The specification looked
good with a 235 degree horizontal field of view and 360 vertical,
mounted on the keel it should cover more than the horizon and
everything below – the rest is just sky. Having forked out £125
the delivered article looked good. The camera (at this price)
seems well made and put together. The battery is removable
and a charger is supplied, alternatively it charges through the
camera USB connection. What looks like the lens in the image
above is actually a protective cover and another is supplied in its own pouch; there is also a lens
(cover) cap. Included, is a wide selection of accessories and mounts for various scenarios
(helmet, handlebars etc) plus PC and smartphone software. I feel a reasonable bargain has
been struck.

In use the camera does actually do what I wanted to a remarkably high standard; I’ve used the
software to take some grabs from a video below. So far, I’ve only used it on the second highest
video quality and in my opinion it’s acceptable even in stills. Reason for not going to full 4k
quality is that the files will be massive; at the quality setting I’m using 30 mins still runs to 4GB
of data. This could be compressed down but then what’s the point? Perhaps someone can
answer that more fully.
Eagle eyed observers of the shot where my glider is banked will spot the “A” frame cannot be
right. This is pretty much the worst-case example and allowance has to be made for what is
going on here. Presenting a “true” image on a flat thing taken from a spherical thing is
fantastically difficult (look at a map of the globe), especially where some objects are in the
foreground against a background. Panning the image in real time creates a very large
processing problem; at this price I’m willing to overlook the defect.
Overall, I think this is camera represents very good value. Once set up it takes only two
buttons to use: power and record. In addition, real time and recorded video can be watched
over the camera’s wi-fi. The software is crude, lacking both instructions and features but it does
what is necessary.
What I’ve failed to achieve so far is formatting the video for platforms like YouTube while
keeping the 360 degree panning, although I know it’s possible. I’m happy to copy a clip if
someone wants to figure out where I’m going wrong.

About to launch.

Panning around looking back at launch as I climb.

Too late for the photo comp?

The “A” frame appears to distort as it
gets panned toward the edge of frame.

Typical landing approach for me, too high for gravity! The lack of
detail (image compression) in the grass is much less obvious in video.

